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Abstract. Rolling contact fatigue defects are caused by interaction of train wheels
with the rail head. To minimize operational risks railways infrastructure owners
perform cyclic grinding as preventive maintenance action. The degree of material
removal is nowadays determined by evaluating head check defects with the eddy
current testing (ECT) method in one run while grinding. With regular inspections
critical sections of assets can be determined in advance.

Some defect types with subsurface anomaly parts, in particular squats, can be
assessed by combining specific ultrasonic (UT) and ECT probes, and surface
imaging by video (VIS). In this context we also investigated the effect of an
extended ECT probe arrangement.

We describe first results in view of probability of automatic identification and
enhancements for defect classification. Optimized detection and classification
procedures are under consideration with usage of ultrasonic B-scans, eddy current
signals, and rail head images, which were recorded by systems already installed on
our inspection train UST 02.

1 Introduction

Modern rail production methods and track building techniques caused a change in the
distribution of rail defects found by traditional rail inspection methods. Nowadays, most
defects are caused by higher speeds, axle loads and train frequencies and these defects are
situated where the loads and forces are transferred to the rail i.e. in the rail head and the
running band of the rail.

Available inspection methods have different strengths and weaknesses to detect
various anomalies of rail heads [1]. Combination of ultrasonic testing (UT) mainly for
defects in bulk, and eddy current testing (ECT) for rolling contact fatigue (RCF), in
particular head checking (HC) is state of the art for about a decade [2, 3].
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Visual inspection (VIS) of railway tracks is also common part of maintenance strategies,
and for detection of RCF by video few systems are on the market, although automatic
detection of Squat flaws (as described e.g. in [4]) is not common approach.
In this paper we present an approach to combine existing inspection methods to detect and
evaluate RCF defects. We focus here on the class of Squat-like RCF, see e.g. [5, 6].

In the first part, section 2, we describe a test setup with altered ECT probe
configuration in comparison to standard probe configurations for HC-type RCF inspection
[7, 8]. In the second part, section 3, early results on combined and automatized data
evaluation of Squat defect type are summarized based on test data with standard
configurations for UT and VIS, and the changed ECT probe setup.

2 Test setup on inspection train

Tests were conducted on the UST02, a rail defect inspection train equipped with a 32
channel UT, an ECT and a VIS system. The systems record simultaneously and are
synchronized to provide the data analyst continuously with all the inspection data for each
suspect. The data interpretation is usually done ‘off board’, i.e. after the inspection runs, by
data analyst.

Standard operational speed varies between 40 and 70 km/h dependent on the track
quality. The train uses water as a coupling medium for UT and carries a water reservoir to
ensure shift lengths of more than 250km.

In general ultrasonic testing is a method more suited for detecting ‘bulk defects’
with specific probe setups, but performs less sensitive for rail defects situated directly under
the running surface of the rail. A special ‘squat probe’ was designed by the supplier of the
UT system (Sonimex b.v.) to get an enhanced response for Squat-like RCF defects at about
2 to 5 mm below rail surface. Our research is motivated to enhance the reliability for
detecting RCF defects at early state and for proper classification of the defects by
combining UT with other testing methods.

Fig. 1. a) Standard probe arrangement with 4 coil probes located at gauge corner for head check (HC) testing;
b) test probe arrangement (ECT) used also 4 probes, but shifted by 13 mm to the rail center for increased
overlap with the wheel pattern. Red and green lines indicate the sensing width of the ECT probes for both
cases, respectively; c) example of video image with Squat indications from VIS inspection system, color

codes as given for a) and b) indicate the different ECT inspection traces.

a)

b)

c)
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The Eddy Current Testing (ECT) system has been developed by a cooperation of BAM
(Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung) and PLR (Prüftechnik Linke & Rühe),
see also [7]. The system consists of an eight channel recording device, a signal processing
unit, eight HC10 eddy current probes [9], and a central control computer. It is able to record
continuously with a sample rate of 1 mm. The maximum measuring speed is 80 km/h. Four
probes are connected via driver stations on each side of train to the recording system. The
probes are guided to the rail corner by an in-house developed mounting, which is spring-
loaded and attached to the UT probe holders.

Today ECT is used for detecting and classifying head checks (HC). Since these
defects are situated at the running edge of the rail, 4 ECT probes are arranged next to one
another, starting at lower part of gauge corner, see Fig. 1 a). This arrangement covers most
of the inner half of the rail, but only the largest squats are thus covered. Two additional
probes of same type will cover the rail head surface to the middle of even the widest rail
head profiles, see Fig. 1 b). The installed ECT inspection system is designed to use four
probes per side. To keep re-wiring efforts low we chose a test setup, where we simply
shifted two probes from the running edge to the mid position of the rail. These 2 test probes
were integrated with a custom probe adapter into the mechanical guidance of 0° ultrasonic
probe, which is positioned at the rail center. This test probe setup was designed to give the
same nominal lift-off of 1 mm, as used in standard setup for HC testing.

For visual inspection (VIS) we used a rail inspection video system made by bvSys.
It consists of one line scan camera and illumination unit for each track side. Each camera
looks from the middle of the rail to the running edge and records two lines per mm, at an
operational speed up to 100 km/h. The lateral resolution is at rail top level also about 0.5
mm. The images are consistently recorded during the inspection runs.

3 Results of Combined Data Evaluation

3.1 Methods used for data evaluations

A process for defect detection and classification based on multiple data inputs by 3 systems
is described by scheme Fig. 2. This scheme covers also several level of approaches. In this
chapter we describe methods implemented and results based on comparison with reference
data sets (‘labels’).

Fig. 2. Scheme shows generic process of defect classification, with binary labelling 'Squat' or 'Not Squat',
based on UT, ECT and VIS data, and on basis of reference label information in a database with lookup for

matched positions to each test run. Although the terminology is chosen as used in machine learning textbooks,
the process shown could basically apply also to scenarios with decisions steps, made for classification by
skilled operators (to establish reference labels), or likewise manual optimization of algorithms applied in

processing steps (in squares). The dashed line indicates the feedback loop for optimization of process steps.
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Reference locations were obtained from manual classification, i.e. made by expert analysts.
Clearly recognizable Squat suspects were at first picked in VIS data, then also the other two
data inputs were taken into account for confirmation. Each of 2 inspection runs on same
track section were assessed by another analyst for referencing Squats, respectively; and
only common suspects were chosen by correlation. This unique reference set consists of 21
unique Squat indications.
Note that from an NDT standards point-of-view a more complete process for reference
labelling would require also comparison with further inspection test results (e.g. hand-
guided UT inspection and visual verification), especially for Squat defects at very early
state. But for the purpose of process automatization the approach chosen is seen as valid
first step.

Example of data as recorded in conducted test runs is shown in Fig. 3. The x-axis is
the distance axis with millimeter-spaced counter values as defined by the central
positioning system, which provides also a synchronization interface to the sub-systems, so
that the inspection data can be aligned accordingly.

In the following we describe shortly how each data type was pre-processed for
detection of Squat indications, which in the following text we simply denote as ‘suspects’.
In general we used in our processing and analysis a raster parameter of 20 mm, e.g. to
create distance based clustering of B-scan data, or to discriminate if found suspects are
within reference Squat positions.

Fig. 3. Example of ‘raw’ inspection data from UT (top), ECT (mid 4 lanes) and VIS (bottom) systems,
respectively, as recorded for 2 m of test rail. UT: depth estimation of echo peaks; ECT: AC voltage

components X and Y of 4 probes; VIS: Excerpt of image with height of 300 lines (equiv. to about 0.5 mm per
line – note that the aspect ratio is not 1:1), the gauge corner is in the line range around about 125 (acc. to y-
axis numbering), for better visibility in prints we applied an contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization

to the original image.

UT

ECT

VIS
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3.1.1 UT

B-scan data of individual probes is recorded speed-dependent with 2 or 3 mm recording
steps, and is mapped to unique distance counters already in the recording system. Distance
based clustering of suspicious echo data was done with distinction of channel types and
taking depth information into account to create suspect sets, i.e. all 0° probe indications and
the special ‘Sqt+’ and ‘Sqt-’ probes up to a specific depth limit were used. In Fig. 4 (UT)
the clusters are indicated by red marking lines.

3.1.2 ECT

The ECT raw data is available with 1 mm sampling. For our evaluations we had to
implement reading of file formats, and results were compared with supplier's software.
Phase and gain control was at first done by comparison with lift-off calibration values.
Both, gain settings, and relative positioning of probes was corrected and checked by
signals, which were caused by rail joints.

For detection of suspects we checked 2 conversion methods, one which uses a
single voltage component with minor lift-off contributions (‘Y’), and a linear combination
of X and Y gradients, respectively, and also their combination by weighted averaging.
Optimization results shown are preliminary.

Fig. 4. Example of processed inspection data from UT (top), ECT (mid 5 lanes) and VIS (bottom 2 lanes)
systems, which was derived from ‘raw’ data shown in Fig. 3. UT: additionally to B-scan data ‘suspect’

clusters are indicated by red marker lines at the bottom of this sub-graph; ECT: top 4 lanes show converted
data of each probe, and in the 5th lane a joined signal (blue line) with detected suspects (peaks marked with
red dots); VIS: part of the image belonging to the rail surface after processing, and mean intensity changes in

this area. For details see text.
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3.1.3 VIS

The VIS raw data was obtained with a resolution of 0.5 mm. The rail head surface, which is
the region of interest (ROI), was extracted from the raw image data for further detection of
suspects. Since the suspects are blob-like regions which have relatively low intensities in
image, they can be preserved by subtracting a low-pass Gaussian filter. After that, a blob
detector was applied on the processed image. As a supplement, the peaks of the mean
intensity of the processed image along the longitude were also detected as suspects. See
Fig. 4 (VIS). The results shown were obtained after some manual parameter optimization,
but are preliminary.

3.2 Results of combined evaluations

The criterion for combining signals is the separation of individual suspects as defined by
individual mean positions defined by the common distance counter (the x-axis of figures 3
and 4). So one important feature in combined evaluation is the distance relationship.

Bigger UT clusters were split into 20 mm raster to give a proper distance
relationship in combined evaluations.

For ECT suspect classification we considered all 4 channels of the test configuration
as described in section 3.1.2. Additionally we looked also at a variant named “ECTHC”,
which basically uses the same evaluation, but considers only the 2 coil channels closest to
the gauge corner in our test setup (in Fig. 1 c schematically shown as overlapping region of
the red and green indications). ECTHC results can be interpreted as equivalent to ECT in
standard configuration for head check (HC) testing.

Suspects of individual methods in range of ±݀௧ of reference entries (with respect
to each mid positions) were counted as true positives (TP), and all outside of these areas
were counted as false positives (FP). Table 1 summarizes these values based on setting݀௧ = 20 mm.

At time of writing we derived also combined suspect results solely by same distance
relationship defined by�݀௧. So for combinations “2 of 3” each combination was counted
as TP increment, if 2 of 3 methods had suspects, whose mean positions were less than�݀௧
apart. In a later state one could also consider dependent classification thresholds for feature
parameters.

Table 1. Results of automatic Squat detection by individual methods UT, ECT and VIS. Additionally we give
values for ECTHC, which is equivalent to ECT in standard configuration for head check (HC) testing. #TP and

#FP are mean counts per test run of true positives (TP) and false positives (FP), respectively. Number of
reference Squat entries on inspected track was ܨܧܴ# = 21. For details see text.

UT ECT ECTHC VIS

#TP #FP #TP #FP #TP #FP #TP #FP

20.5 17.5 19 28.7 15 22.3 19.5 43

Rates of FP and TP as percentage were calculated according to:

ܶܲ�rate = #ܶܲ
ܨܧܴ# and �rateܲܨ = ܲܨ# ∗ 2 ∗ ݀௧

ܮ) − 2 ∗ ݀௧ ∗ (ܨܧܴ# (∗ 100%)
Herein ܨܧܴ# is the count of reference labels within tested sections. The rasterization
defined by the distance threshold times the count of reference entries ܨܧܴ# subtracted
from the test section length defines the sum of ‘condition negative’, which is the
denominator for the FP rate. The averaging used for Table 1 was each over 2 runs with 2
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different track sections with mean length ܮ = 11 m. In the control section, i.e. without
Squat defects, a thermite weld was included, and HC defects (with ~0.5 mm mean depth)
and grinding grooves were determined in EC and VIS data, respectively (data not shown).

Table 2. Overview performance individual and combined automatic Squat detection. TP and FP sub-rows
marked with # are count values (as given in Table 1), and sub-rows marked with % are TPR and FPR values
as percentage, respectively. For individual methods we chose two variants, one with best TP performance,

which was in this case VIS, and one with best FP values, which was UT. Performance values for combination
of ‘2 of 3’ and ‘3 of 3’ methods are given. For details see text.

performance
individual methods

combined ‘2 of 3’ combined ‘3 of 3’
best: UT

TP
# 20.5 21 17
% 97.6% 100% 81%

FP
# 17.5 12 12
% 6.9% 4.7% 4.7%

Table 2 gives an overview on performance values TP and FP for the preliminary
optimization result for all 3 methods. It can be seen that for the given reference data set the
automatic detection led to the best result for the combination ‘2 of 3’ in terms of receiver
operating characteristics for Squat classification, i.e. full TP rate of 100%, and low FP rate
of about 5%. Note that these results are referring to Squats that were clearly recognizable in
video images by human operators, so (to be established) TP rates for Squats especially at
early stages of origin are likely lower. Nevertheless the results are indicative for benefits of
combination of these 3 methods in classification tasks.

4 Discussion and Outlook

RCF of Squat-type are surface-initiated defects like head checks. The latter type is located
at the gauge corner, and the former emerges at the running surface because of accumulated
contact stress in the so-called ‘slip band’. Due to steel hardening of stressed areas (sub-)
surface layer parts get brittle, which leads to enhanced rate of crack formation [5, 6]. In our
investigation we chose 3 methods, UT, ECT and VIS, which gives supplementary and
partly complementary information for RCF of Squat-type.

With UT Squats at a certain growing state can be rather often detected in our test
conditions by localized 0° probe response, but classification and defect sizing is only
possible within limits for moderate and severe defect classes. Bad alignment of probes
above the rail would lead to high false calls rates.

With ECT local material degradation leads to local signal changes because of
changes in effective conductivity and permeability material parameters for the eddy
currents, which is basically evident by classic Dodd and Deeds formula [10]. For FEM
calculations with parameters chosen for the specific HC10 probes, as used in our tests, we
would like to refer also to [9]. Therein it is also shown that the probe characteristic is tuned
for crack detection, i.e. at normal work conditions there is nearly orthogonal discrimination
of AC voltage vector components due to lift-off (‘X’) and conductivity (‘Y’) changes,
respectively. But under these probe conditions then hardening spots do likely affect both
components.

Squats can be detected as surface dents, for instance by densely spaced laser profile
measurements, axle box acceleration measurements, and lift-off sensitive probes like ECT.
In practice we saw also amplitude changes in the direction of main lift-off signal
component. But because of vertical movements of probe guidance itself height level
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measurements relatively to normal rail surface level are not easy separable, and thereby not
seen fully ‘on-spot’ for dents.

The recognition of Squats in video data at current state of our investigation was
based on local intensity changes of typical dark spot patterns. The performance is
dependent on the resolution and illumination quality of the VIS system, so that e.g.
influence of environment brightness is minimized. Some early stage RCF can evidently be
detected while some squats-like areas but in fact non-squats may be also detected and
thereby classified as false call. Application of more advanced algorithms are quite likely
more stable with respect to environmental intensity changes, and the specific
implementation described in [4] performed better in terms of receiver operating
characteristics.

For safety-relevant classifications a goal is to fulfil high standards in terms of
reliability in parallel with acceptable throughput times for evaluations. Partial
automatization of data evaluation steps as decision support for expert-driven analysis is an
important process optimization path.

With our approach we aimed to establish some degree of automatized defect
classification in a manner, which is suitable to include data of various inspection systems.
In current state of investigation we manually optimized ‘feature’ parameters, and the next
step would be to apply suitable machine learning methods for optimization of classification
tasks.

High degrees of classification performances would require large reference data sets
as foundation. In case of Squat-type defects our investigation could be extended by field
tests for reference labelling, e.g. to cover more carefully types of early states of defect
growth. This would imply also an extension of the classification theme from a binary type
to a categorized sizing in terms of severity classes as commonly used for predictive
maintenance.
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